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"The US casino gaming market has been growing steadily.
The slot machines are the game of choice, but tech-savvy
Millennials’ interest in more social and digitally-centered
games is driving the industry to develop new options.
Operators will be challenged to compete with leisure
activities that offer similar exciting and social elements. "
-Gina Cavato, Lifestyles and Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Casino visitation rate has been nearly flat for the past decade
Balancing new game interests with traditional ones
Older adults may feel excluded from the casino scene

For the purposes of this Report, Mintel has used the following definitions:
•

•

•
•

The “casino industry” includes commercial casinos, tribal casinos, and racetrack casinos
(sometimes referred to as “racinos”). This includes table games like poker, as well as
electronic gaming devices (EGDs); Class II games such as bingo; and Class III games
such as slot machines, blackjack, craps, and roulette. Card rooms are excluded from this
Report.
This Report focuses on brick-and-mortar casinos and the companies that operate them.
Although online gambling is discussed, this report does not provide extensive analysis of
the online gambling industry. At the time of this writing, most forms of online gambling
are illegal for operation in the US.
Nongaming revenues at casinos are discussed but are excluded from the market size and
segmentation totals.
This Report builds on analysis presented in Mintel’s Casino and Casino-style Gambling –
US, 2014 and the December 2012, June 2010, and November 2008 Reports of the same
title.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Tribal casinos are solid industry contributors
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Younger adults more likely than older to have visited in last year
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Younger men are core visitors
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Casinos may be a child-free refuge for Millennial parents
Figure 26: Millennials’ casino visitation, by parent status, April 2016
Household income also determines likelihood of casino visitation
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Figure 27: Casino visitation, by household income, April 2016
Hispanic casino lovers
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Games Played at Casinos
Loving on the lever: Slot machines still a casino favorite
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Motivations for Visiting Casinos
Casinos must include extras beyond gambling
Figure 34: Visit motivation, April 2016
Women prefer slots, men motivated by the atmosphere and gaming
Figure 35: Visit motivation – Select items, by gender, April 2016
Social elements draw a younger crowd, older adults enjoy dining
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Related Gaming and Casino Activities
Playing games for fun and a chance at a pay-off lead related activities
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Women less interested in risk
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Millennials flock to digital
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Figure 43: Related gaming activities – Select items, by Hispanic origin, April 2016

Perceptions of Casinos
The potential to overspend is cause for concern
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Figure 44: Perceptions of casinos – Any agree, April 2016
To Millennials, casinos are more than just gambling
Figure 45: Perceptions of casinos – Select items – Any agree, by generation, April 2016
Regular casino visitors more strategic about gambling
Figure 46: Perceptions of casinos – Select items – Any agree, by visitation, April 2016
Regulars like to socialize but have issues with the crowds
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Uninterested non-visitors have awareness and perception issues
Older adults fail to see the allure of casinos
Figure 48: Perceptions of casinos – Select items – Any agree, by age, April 2016
Hispanics see the fun in casinos
Figure 49: Perceptions of casinos – Select items – Any agree, by Hispanic origin, April 2016
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Figure 58: Profile of Casino Indifferents, April 2016
Characteristics
Opportunities
Casino Rejectors
Demographics
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